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Summary The goal of the tools presented in
this paper is to find high-impact causal paths
trough a distributed system without modify-
ing the system or having semantic knowledge
about it, where a causal path is defined as se-
ries of nodes that sent or received messages. A
high-impacting causal path occurs frequently
and contributes significantly to the overall la-
tency. Their approach consists of :

• obtaining traces of messages between com-
ponents such as ethernet packets or mid-
dleware messages by collection traces as
non-invasively as possible,

• analysing those traces using two different
algorithms,

• visualizing the results and highlighting the
high-impact paths.

Top 3 contributions Here are some impor-
tant contributions described in this paper:

• Highlighting black boxes having problems:
this tool is able to point out the black
boxes with performance problems like
high or erratic latency by :

– requiring only passing information,
such as packet traces,

– infering where most of the time is
spent from traces;

• Ability to use offline tools: one is able
to use more invasive tools to examine
the black boxes having problems in offline
mode;

• Time and cost reduction: debugging a dis-
tributed system is usually a complex, time
consuming and costly task. Theses tools
can reduce significantly the effort needed
to debug a system build from black box
components.

Most glaring problems Some issues need
to be mentionned:

• Caching : the algorithms can have some
troubles when an intermediate black box
uses caching,

• Encryption : their tools do not work if
the communication between nodes is en-
crypted,

• Security : deploying such tools in a corpo-
rate environment means that the network
is totally sniffed. I doubt that the security
team will appreciate.

Implications for distributed systems
These tools are really interesting for saving
time and quickly pointing out the black boxes
having performance problems without instru-
mentation using only passive message tracing.
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